MobiVisor in retail
companies
MobiVisor in action in a retail company to improve
customer service and work processes

How MobiVisor helps a retail company to improve
the processes in their stores
Challenge
YouAre is a retail company that specializes in shoes. Most of the stores are in
more rural areas.
The biggest advantage of YouAre in comparison to other shoe stores is the
good customer service, which they always try to improve.
Especially the long term staff of the stores have good ideas about what
customers want or need and they are encouraged to share them with the
management.
In past months, employees have often expressed the wish to be able to tell the
customers directly if a shoe is still available in their size, without having to walk
to the back of the store everytime. With this they hope to give that information
more quickly to the customer.
After some consideration, this wish was the reason for YouAre to finally
implement devices for the digital assessment of the available shoes in the
warehouse.
The first step for this was to buy fitting mobile devices, which shouldn’t be too
expensive. As a second step the management of YouAre bought a license for
an app to assess the warehouse and needs to distribute them on 15 mobile
devices.

Solution with MobiVisor
Despite having only a few devices, the management of YouAre decided on
MobiVisor, as they cannot handle the management of these mobile devices
internally but need a reliable partner to apply their policies.
The MobiVisor Team was there from the beginning, because the acquisition of
the devices posed the first challenge with which MobiVisor would help.
Finally the management decided on Motorola devices, they are relatively
inexpensive and easy to handle. MobiVisor MDM directly set up the devices
according to the wishes of the management: all users were enrolled and all
devices were equipped with the app.
Also, management wanted the devices to only work with the work app. That's
why MobiVisor set up the devices in KIOSK Mode, which means that only the
app for assessing available shoe sizes can be used.
The effort to manage the devices was minimized further, since the app was
distributed with auto-updates. It works flawlessly every time.
Should there be a disturbance anyhow, the management of YouAre can rely
on MobiVisor to help and solve the problem as soon as possible.
After everything was implemented, employees were very positive about the
changes: faster access to the available shoe sizes the stores could improve
their reorder process and also increase the purchases in their stores.
Furthermore, the employees are less stressed and can fully concentrate on
delivering the best service for their customers. MobiVisor is a great helper for
retail companies.

Do you want to know more?
Do you have questions about how MobiVisor and our extensions work, or are
you unsure whether MobiVisor MDM fits your company and its challenges?
We are happy to assist you with advice and support! Just contact us by phone
or e-mail.
We would also be happy to arrange a personal presentation appointment with
you and provide you with a test environment of MobiVisor without obligation.
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